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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
Developrnent of a Workshop Curriculurn:
Ensuring Culturally Competent Services for African Immigrant and Refugee
Families
Tsehai trVodajo

May 26, 2000

The purpose of this pro.iect was to rlevelop a workshop that will help to secure

culturally competent social services for African immigrant and refugee families. The
framework of the workshop focused on two
become culturally cornpetent by can'ying

area^s.

The tirst is to help the workers to

out ethnic sensitive inventory to

assess

their

competency. Skills developed included what to do during pre-contact. during problem

identification and specification, goal formation, pi'oblem solving and termination.
The second area focused on how to assess the needs and strengths of African

irnmigrant and refugee families. Culturagram and Eco-map are the two major assessment
tools that are used to conduct culturally appropriate assessment. The culturagram
was
used to assess each individual farniiy member's need, whereas the Eco-map
was u.sed to

mirror the entire family's needs and strengths. Social support was also highlighted to
sustain family and community support for smooth a-djustment to the new
culture.

Ecological and dual perspectives are used to describe the important environmerrtal
constraints that impact the lives of African immigrant and refugees and to acknowledge

individual and group strength to carry out
about effective change"

a

culturally competent assessment for bringing
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INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
This paper focuses on workshop curriculum development to ensure culturally
competent services for African immigrant and refugees with emphasis on those from
East

Africa .In the years 1986-1999, 71,113 refugees were admitted to the United States,

the highest numberbeing from Somalia and Ethiopia (USCR, 1ggg)-Appendices B, C &

D. This number does not reflect immigrants those who came to the country on family

unification and other immigration statuses. The recent African refugees are
predominantly from civil war stricken areas such as Somalia, Ethiopia, Sudan, Liberia,
and Sierra Leone, to name few.

According to United States Committee for Refugees, in the years 1989-1999,
significant numbers of Somali, Ethiopian, Sudanese, Liberian and Sierra Leonean
refugees have been settled in different states. The State of Minnesota has the largest

population of Somali refugees in the United States. Of the 29,328 Somali refugees
admitted to the country betweenl9 86-1999, about 26,000 live in Minnesota, primarily in
the Cedar- Riverside and Phillips areas in Minneapolis (U.S Committee for Refugees,
Star Tribune Feb 2000).

The USCR report also indicated that refugees from Ethiopian rank the second
largest population of refugees from Africa (22,225) who were admitted to the U.S.A

during 1989-1999. Many of these refugees, especially Oromos, the largest ethnic group
from Ethiopia, live in Minnesota.
According to U.S Bureau of the Census 1995-2025's population projection,
among the 50 states and District of Columbia, the non-Hispanic African American
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second largest. After their arrival, African refugees and immigrants are

categorized as African Americans. Therefore, it is likely that the population projection
also reflects the African refugees and immigrants.

While there a-re considerable resources devoted to studying the immigrant
situation; there is a lack of attention to the issues of African immigrants (Kamaya, 1997;
Dodoo, 1997; Djamba,1999). Some of the studies that have been conducted deal with the
adjustment of refugees and immigrants from Europe, Southeast Asia and Latin America

in terms of:
(a) experience of uprooting, loss, and adaptation to an alien culture; (b) the

specific antecedents and ongoing events of the translocation experience ... (c) the
contemporary social and familial context, including distal and proximal variables

in the host culture that facilitate or impede adjustment; and (d) the adaptive
strength and weaknesses of the individual refugee. (Pedersen, Draguns, Lonner, &

Trimble, 1989, p.2a3)

It is inevitable that Africans face resettlement and acculturation related problems
in the new culture. However, research available to us on immigrant and refugee issues do
not specify the unique problems of African immigrants, nor do they identify strategies to
address these issues.

African immigrants are forced to come to America because of political instability
and

civil war in their home countries. The long-lasting turmoil of war creates hostilities

between different ethnic groups. These hostilities continue to be acted upon overseas and
as a result, lack

of trust between individual, political and ethnic communities make it very

difficult for Africans to form dmigrd communities in Minnesota. The complex problems

r pf,fff
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of the African immigrant ccmmunities need intergenerational awareness and specialized
skills development to address their issues.
Acculturation and identity justification also have a protound effect on African
imrnigrant communities.

.4.s a

result, families face several problems. The culture is new

and they are confronted with cultural shock. Role reversal shakes the .stability of farnilies.

Refugee-related reseztrch indicates that child abuse. spousal abuse and other at-risk
behaviors of youth are much higher in these kinds of settings. In spite of varied social,
economic, and educational Lrackgrounds of African immigrants, these problems exist in

ali communities. What makes it harder for the imrnigrant and refugee communities is
where ttrey find themselves on the acculturation process, which impacts the help-seeking

behavior.

African immigrants corle fiom cultures where sociai service is not driven by
social policy or by enacting legislation. Communal iife ohligates everyone to take care of
the youth, the elderly or other social problems. This does not mean that corrrmunities are

problem free, but indicates that Africans are use,C to taking care of problems by being
there for each other. As the saying goes when ir comes to ctrildr€D,

" It takes the whole

village to raise up a child"" In African communities boundiuies

expectations are clear.

and.

and social life is not complex, so at-risk behavior of youth is miirimal when cornpared to
the situation in America.

African immigrant communities have be.come powerless to address the problerns
and stresses of Youth that are related to acculturation and adjustment process. Some

youths become "powerful" and out of control, for exarnple; most families do not have the
concept of reiying on social services or seeking professional help. 'Ihe school system and

. PAGE . 4.
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other systems are new to them; this make$
it harder to tlncl effective solutions. The

African communities are not able to respond
to the difficulty families face as they would
traditionally have been able to do in their homeland.
on the other hand. social service
providers' educators, community and religious
leaders also lack adequate information an4

skills to address the unique problems of the
African immigrant and refugee communities.
As Kamya (1991) indicates "-.. there is no research
that examines stress and
coping among African immigrants or takes
into account the care and well-being of

African imrnigrants"'" (p, 154). Therefore,
social workers and human service providers
need to ensure culturally competent services
by gaining problem or strength assessment

skills to carry out effective prevention and
intervention prans when working with African
immigrant and refugee communities.

on the other hand, African community and reiigious
leaciers and non-profit and
mutual assistance organizations neecl to
understand the dynamics of accuituration in
order

for A'frican immigrants and refugees to be
effectively reached as part of social support

network' As Lum ( 1996) states, "social work
adoption of a systerns theory that
recognizes natural support systems, ethnic-family
strengths, and normal problerns of

living" (p' 159) will help to deal with the problems
African immigrants anrl refugees face
in America' when communities are strong
they will sustain their cuiture which is a
foundation for self- respect and identity. If
they lack stability and a sense of identity, they
may not arrive at the bicultural stage, a stage
on the acculturation continuum where

individuals and groups sustain their culture
and also adjust to the dominant culture (Berry

& Kim, lg8?).

. PAGE . 5.
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Definition of Term.s

Immigrant:

Person who is allowed to enter the United States
lawfully and intend to

reside in the united states (Drachr,an, l9g5).

Refugee: Is a person who is r:utside cf and unable
or unwillingly to avail himself or
herself of the protection of the home country because
persecurion of the horne country on
account of race, religion, nationality, mernbership
in a particular social gro,p, or poiitical
opinion-Refugee Act of l9S0 (p.L., 96-212\.

Persons who have been given perrnission to
enter the united states because they have a

well-founded fear of persecution in their home
country. prior to 1980, the term
'conditional entrant' was used to describe
certain refugees, but INS (Immigration and
Naturalization) no longer uses the classification.

Refugees are a subset of immigrants who flee
their home because of fear of persecution

for their beliefs, politics, or ethnicity (Berry, r99l).

Culture: The way of life of society, consisting of prescribed
ways behaving or norms of
conduct, beliefs, values, and skills. It is a sum total
of life patterns passed on from
generation to generation within a group of people.
culture includes institutions, language,
values, religious ideals. habits of thinking, artistic
expressions, and patterns of social and
interpersonal relationships (Lum, 1 996).
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Acculturation: A complex, long-term process involving
learning, reevaluating, and
coping with both the original and the host cultures (Lum,
l996).

The change that groups anrl individuals undergo
when they come into contact with
another culture' Acculturation has four stages
(processes): bicultural, assimilation,

separation and marginalizationlBerry,

t

ggl).

Acculturation Stress: Is societal disintegration, which
results in a personal crisis, as a
result of contact with another culture. Those
who feel marginalized tend to be highly
stressed' and those who seek to remain separate
are also highly stressed; in contrast, those

who pursue integration are minimally stressed
and assimilation leads to intermediate
Ievels of stress (Berry et al., 1gg7)

Ethnicity: Ethnicity encompasses

a sense of peoplehood. The essential elements

of

peoplehood are kinship, the biological nature
of unity over generations; communal
actions (eating together); social intinracy despite
distance of geography, genealogy; and
core beliefs that explain the world in the coilective
present and history (Mattaini, Lowery
and h{eyer, lgg8).

. PACE . 7.
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Background of acculturation of refugees and immigrants
Several research stuclies identify acculturation and ethnic identity
identification to
be the major issues confronting immigrants and refugees. (Nesrlale,
Rooney,

1997; Berry, 1987,1989, 1990, 1997; Liebkind, I996;
Nguyen, Messe.

& Smith,

& Srollak, lggg;

Metha, 1998; Wong, lg99; Cihaffarian, 1998; williams & Berry,
1991;Berry,, Trimble, &

olmendo, 1986; Phinney, i990). None of the research discusses the
condition of African
immigrants and refugees in particular. Flowever, the generic experiences
of all
immigrants and refugees are noted and can be appiied to
African irnmigrants ancl
refugees.

In his review of ethnic identity in adolescents and adults, phinney
( lgg0)
discusses the relationship between acculturation and
ethnic identity. He distinguishes the

similarities and differences between the two as follows:

Ihe term ethnic identity

has sometimes been used

virtually synonymousiy

with acculturation, but the two terms should be rJistinguished.
The concept
of acculturation deals Lrroadly with changes in cultural atritudes,
values,
and behaviors that result from contact between trvo
distinct cultures ...

ethnic

identity may be thought of as an a^rpect of acculturation,
in which the
concern is with individuals and the focus is on how they relate
to their
groups as a subgroup of the larger society
[or other ethnic groups] (p.501).
The two areas are certainly of great concern for Atrican immigrants
and refugees.
The acculturation process is inf,luenced by two factors.
The first factor is the nature of the
host country and whether it has an ideology that tolerates
pluralism or enforces

. PAGE r g.
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the nature of the acculturation group which has to do

with whether persons are forced to acculturate or do it willingly.
This factor adclresses
two fundamental dimensions that ethnic rninorities deal
with in the Drocess of
acculturation:
a) maintenance of the originai culturc identity and
h) contact with and maintenance

of

relations with the dominant culture (Murphy, 1965; Berry
&. Kim, lggl: Berry lg76a;

Nguyen, Messe & stollak, 1999; ward & Deuba, lggg).
The rwo dimensions of
acculturation are further dichotomized into four acculturation
modes: integration,
separation, assimilation and marginalization. (Ward
& Deuba, 1999; Liebkind, 1999;

Berry & Kim, lgBT).
The mode of acculturation is a base to identify how
the group or an individual
adapts to the main culture. However, the assessment
of how an ethnic group adjusts
depends on the conceptualization of the study (Irlguyen,
et al., lggg). Ther.e is a lack

of

attention to the impact of ethnic identity justification on
the acculturation mode and
where an individual or a group finds itself on the continuum
mode of acculturation.

Individuals and group identification with a particular
social group has grea[ importance

for the adjustment and acculturation of ethnic group,s (Liebkind,
l996).
Nesdale et. al (1997), state that

" ...scant attention

has been given to examining

the possible relationship between a migrant's ethnic
identification ... and the level of

psychological distress experienced in the adopted country"
(p.570). Furthermore,
changing identification patterns within and across ethnic
bounclaries nrodifies the selfconstructs and/or the value system of individua.l (Nesdale,
Rooney & smith, i gg7). In

this process of changing identification and acculturation
stresses, individuals and groups
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may experience physical, biological, culturai, relationship
ancl psychological change

(Berry & Kim, 1996)- For the African irnrnigrants
and refugees acculturation and
adjustment related problems are exacerbated by lack
of well-established communities.
Workshop curriculum was developecl to enhance practitioners'
sensitivity and
competency to ad'dress the problems of African immigrants
and refugees.

Purpose and Overyiew of the Workshop
The decision to develop this workshop came about through
the author,s personal
experience and awareness of the conditions of African
immigrants and refugees. There is
a

lack of research and study on the need.s of African immigrants
and refugees. on the

other hand there is a great need for services. This workshop
is believerJ to

fill

such a gap

and to help social workers and human service providers
gain ethnic sensitivity skills or

competency to practice with African immigrants and
refugees.
The workshop focuses on two areas. One area assesses
ethnic sensitivity or

cultural competency skills of the worker. The second
area assesses the needs and
strengths of African immigrants and refugees.

It is essential to a^ssess

the needs of African

lrnrrugrants rn context

Ethnic sensitive assessment attempts to help ttre person that
works with
ethnic minorities, such as African immigrants and refugees
to gain skills in six areas:
(1) pre-contact knowledge of oneself; (2) problem
and strength idenrificarion skills; (3)
problem specification; (4) mutual goal formation; (5)
problem sclving skills; and (6)

termination versus ongoing support (Ho, lggl).

.
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The culturagram as an assessment tool helps the rvorker
to assess the needs of
each individual family memher. The tool serr.es a
donble roie--to assess the needs and
edso

to empower the individual anil the farnily. The Eco-rnau
is used to assess the

family's needs by taking intc r:onsideratiorr rreveral systerns
that interact with the family
' In the accuituration process, irnrnigrant cornmrrniries rend to rely on eacl
cther
for support' tsy understandin-e horv to utilize this asset,
the worker can reinlorce and
empower the communit'y to trse their resources Io manage
issues tSat confront them and
to stlstain their culture. In order to have full understanding,
practitiopers also neer1 tr:

know the historical background of African immigrant and
refugees.

Augsburg College Ubrary
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II. LITREATURE REVIEW

Historical Background of African Imrnigrants in Arnerica
Africa is a vast continent with diverse cultures and velrres. It
encompasses nearly
twelve million square miles. The continent is approximately
the size of the United States,
China, India and Europe combined. There are several hundreds,
and perhaps thou.sands of
languages spoken on the continent. Despite colonization
by many European and Arab

countries, most of the nations in Africa still speak their
ethnic languages in addition to the
language of their respective fornrer colonizers, which
include the English, French,
Portuguese and Arabs (Nwadiora, l 996).

Although migration to the Unitecl States and other parts of
the rvorld results from
diverse patterns and motivations, there are indications
that economic, historical and

political ties with colonial powers rnay explain at least
in part rhe migration dynarnics of
African peoples.
In general terms, the past two decades are marked as the
tirne when the United
States experienced an

influx of new immigrants who were different from those in

previous years' The previous immigrants were predominantly
from European countries,
whereas the new

Africa (Kamya,

influx

i.s

primarily from h{exico, the Caribbean, South America
and

19931 Takoungatrg, 1995).

In the case of African immigranrs,

as

Takoungang noted, "For over three hundred years,
Africans were torcefully brought to

America to work as slaves on European-owned plantations
and mines,, (p, 50). prior to
that' voluntary Black immigrat:ion to the united states
dates hack before the Transatlantic
Slave Trade (Serrima, tg77).

.
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After the abolition of slavery in 1865, Africans who
came to America were
predominantly students. During that time
most of the African countries were coionized
by the European and Arab countries. T-herefbre,
some Africans who came to America as
students returned home to set their countries
of origin free from colonial rule.

When most African countries won their indepenrience
in the 1960s, the number of

African students in America grew signiticantly,
with the rrope that many of these students
might eventually return to their respective countries
to hold leaclership positions and
check the spread of commultism on the African
continent. In fact, many of the students

in

1950s and 1960s eventually did return
to

Africa and took leadership roles in their

respecti"'e countries' Yet, the interest that
different colonial powers had in these countries

would not allow for political, economic and
social stabiliry in Africa until today" since
the 1970s' African students and other professionals
who were trained in the western

world remained in America in great numbers.
Due to the interest that different world political
powers had in Africa, the trend of

immigration from Africa changed over time.
Due to foreign intervention, especially by
the

u's' and' later by the forrner soviet union, the African

continent faced great political

and economical difticulties. According
to the united states Irnmigration and

Naturalization service, the number of African
immigrants/refugees to the united states
has increesed to a great extent since 1982.
(Appendix

reason behind this as follows:

c). Takougang (1gg5) indicates

the

"unlike their predecessors who were forcefully
brought to

labor on the plantations, these recent Africans
may be classified as voluntary immigrants
who have been compelled to settle in the
unitec states for a variety of reasons, including

. PAGE .
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political and economic difriculties
in their home countries,,(p.52).
Recent sertrers are
classified under the categorv
of refugee .status.

Like most recent imrrtigrants
from Ru.ssia, cuba, vietnam
and other countries, the
African immigrants were forced
tr: resettle in the united
states due to the lack of
political and individual freedom
i, their home countries. f'he hope
Afiicans had to be

independent after seventy
years of- colonial rule
was shattered by power_obsessed
authoritarian African rulers'
Ieading to political probrems
such as civil s,fl.r, singre-party
authoritarian rure and mirita.ry
dictatorship.s. As Takougang
(rgg5) norer,,,...by

Iggl,

military take-over harl occurred
in about twenty-seven independent
African states,, (p.52).
The type of brutal operation
by the colonial powers repeated
itself by a coffupted African
form of government' uncler
such governments, people
of Africa are deprived of
their
fundamental rights' and those
who are criticar of the regimes
in power are imprisonecr,
killed, or f,orced into exile.
some countries' such as Ethiopia
and somalia, are ravagecl
by civil war, resulting
in a large number of people
being forced to flee. The
poriticar interests the united
states

and Russia had in that part
of the continent playerl a
significant rore in worsening
the
situation' In I974' the two
super powers switched,
changing poriticar support
from one
country to the other' The
united

states renounced political
suppon of Ethiopia and

ernbraced somalia as an

ally'

as the

soviet union moved out
of somaria and aried with
Ethiopia' Regarding somalia's
situation, Maren (rgg7) noted, ,.presidents
carter,
Reagan' and Bush, in their
campaign agairrst communist
influence in Africa, pumped
massive amounts of rnilitary
and economic aid into
somalia and kept. the hated
dictator in
power" (p' I4)'This is just
one example of foreign
intervention in Africa, with
long-term

.
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repercussions including several
rniltion African immigrants and refugees
being dispersed
all over the world.
Three factors cletermine where imrnigrants
and refugees choose to settle after
their
primary destination (Apraku, I ggl,Takou.gang,
1995): the presence of family mernbers
and fr:iends' employment opportunities,
and the pre'ale,t racial climate
or tolerance and
endurance of racial discrimination
as a group. Many somalis and,
other refugees from
Africa' who initially 'settled in different
states, migrated to Minnesota due
to these factors.
The concentration eif a given ethnic
group in one area not only sustajns
that
group's culture but also promotes
the acculturation process. hrluch
research has been done
on refugee and/or immigrant acculturation
however, there is rernarkably little
research
devoted to understanding the acculttu'ation;
experience of African refugees/irnnrigrants.
Hence most of the discussion

will

be based on the author's observations
and a literature

review of the few studies that do
exist on African immigrants and/or
refugees and other
people of color.
Issues confronting

Africa* Refugees and knmigrants

In spite of ampre opportunity in
r\rnerica, Apraku ( l gg l found rhar
)
overwhelmingly almost all inrrnigrants
and refugees frorn Africa indicateci
that they
wouid like to return to their honte
country. In addition, the recent innmigrants
and
refugees respond the same way.

The dilemmas that African refugees
and immigrants find themselves
in deal with
adjustment problems, discrimination
, and Iack of poriticai stabirity in their countries
of

origin' on the other hand, as their
counterparts in the past who canne
as sraves, the

.
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African immigrants and refugees iil the 2I.r cen
tury also experience several unique
challenges in America.
The primary issue for the forrner and recent
African people in America is selfperception' relationship to each other
and the general ordering of forces within
the larger
host community, which detennines the
African people's erhnic identity.

ultimately,

some

attention must be paid to the ambivalence
about identity that many African immigrants
experience in this country (Karnaya, I ggl).Ttre
negative srereotypes the African

immigrant and/or refugees hean about the
African Americans keep them from associating

with the African American comrnunity.
Although African Americans and African
immigrants share a lot in common,
stereotypes about African Americans
and favoring one group over the other
affects the

relationship between the two groups. As
a result, there is tension between African
Americans and recent immigrants from
Africa, which often adds another layer to the
acculturation stress the immigrants experience
(Kam ya, lgg5; Muller, 1gg3; Apraku,
I

991 ;

Nwadiora, 1995; Takougang, l gg5).
Acculturation and identity justification also
have a profound effect on African

immigrant communities. As a result, t-amilies
face several problems. The culture is new
and they are confronted with cultural
shock adjustment problems. Role reversal
shakes

the stability of families. Refugee-related
research indicates that child abuse, spousal
abuse and other at-risk behaviors of youth,
such as school dropout and Iow academic

achievement' intergenerational conflict,
and teen pregnancy are much higher
in these

kinds of settings.

.
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Lefley ( 1997) notes, "- -. mcst refugees suffer frorn
adaptation, not from disorders
that would warrant a psychiatric diagnosis. Although,
comrnonsense tells us that, with the
increasecl levels of stress, refugee.s would be
more vulnerabie and more susceptible to

developing psychiatric conditions, no reliable epiclemiological
data have Lreen available

to substantiate such assertious" (p. 250). Therefore, n,ith
appropriate assessment of the
need' social support from the African communities
and the host community, African
refugees and immigrants are more

likely to adjust to the new culture and become

productive members of their new environment.

social work practice supports the notion of tapping
into the client,s strength rather
than using a psychoanalytic approach in solving people's
problems. Ecological systems

theory' which is a base for this oarticular workshop,
also supports the idea of determining
where the Ioci of problem transaction may be
client environment transaction, rather than

finding

a simple diagnosis

of client pathology (McAdoo, lgg3,Logan, Feeman
&

McRoy, I990, Mattaini, Lowery & Meyer, l99g).
According tc Nwadiora's (1995), findings, black
irnmigrants, major sources of
psychological stress are financial, work, racism
and housing.

of all these, racism is

accounted as a major source of stress among
African immigrants and refugees.

AII of

these can be attributed to environmental defects
rather than psychological defects of the

individual' Most of them come predominantly from
the same race, and they have

a hard

time understanding the brand of racism in America.
Nwadioria,s finding about the stress
experienced can be summarized (1995) as follows:

After

a

few years of living in the united states, they begin
to experience the very

overt and sometimes the subtleties of racism and
how that affects their
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psychological and physical health and econornic
prosperity. Unlike American
born Blacks who have lived with raci.sm all this
time, the immigrants, reaction to
the newly discovered racism is that of intense
anger anri frustration. They are
frustrated that in a country rvhere they believed
they could reach any level of
progress suddenly their skin color.is
a barrier to thenr(p.67).

As lt{wadiora (1995) notes, social workers
and other mentai health practitioners
must therefore be cogni zarfi of the effect of
racism on the mental health of this unique
group of immigrants' on the basis of racism.
then, it would be very difficult to rneasure
the acculturation process for

Afiican immigrants and refugees. It is rnore likely that
they

may be marginalized and separated (isolated),
rather than to assimilate and become

bicultural' In order to address this, African immigrants
and refugees should be made
aware of the legacy of colonialism and
enslavement and the deep-rooted racism that is

inherent in the culture of America eveu
before they corne to America. They can address
coping mechanisms and other strategies of
dealing and living with everyday racism.

Nwadira's study also reveals the very different
cultural milieu that adds several
layers to the stresses African refugees' and
immigrants' experience. Among these are
change of gender-based roles, raising children
and the experience of the elderly

population' Regarding gender- based roles,
in almost all-African countries, women accept
their role without question. Back in their home
countries, even though they did not get
help from their spouse in the house, they
have extended families or housekeepers to
help

with domestic duties' However, in America,
in addition to fulfilling the role of working
women' they do house duties and care for
all family members inclucling their spouse" The
challenge is to be in the American society,
where men also play a significant role in

.
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taking care of children and, to some extent also helping with
house dr,rties, such as
cleaning and even cooking' But, the African men are not
reacly to take such duties. In
some cultures

it is taboo for men to help in the house. Therefore, working women
face

additional stress.
Nwadiora (1995) fcrund significant differences between men
and women workers.
Females who took part in his study indicated higher
stress than their male counrerparts.

He suggested that the stresses rnight be attributed to the
multiple roies they a*e exposed
to when they live in united states, coupled with the very
rninimal direct or indirect
support systems available to them in their conlmunities.
Davis

(

1

9g4) noted the serious

psychological drain such experiences could cause in
a culture where both sexism and
racism are woven in the social fabric.

Nwadiora (1995) also found that African immigrants who
had children
experienced more stress in the domain of racism and
discrimination. There are drastic
differences in child-rearing practices in the lJnited states
compared to the communities
they immigrated from. For exarnple, in the united states
it is not uncommon for

immigrant children to challenge and confront their parents,
whereas in the culture of the
immigrants, children are expectecl to revere their parents
with unquestionable obedience.
In most African countries, the children know their role
in every stage of their life

until adulthood' Interdependence is woven into interactions
the whole way through to old
age

in many African cultures. In the American culture of independence
and

individualism, people from interdependence and collectivity
are challenged to reverse
their values' As Nwadiora (1996) indicatecl, "For the
African psyche, the collective or
group is the ideal. For the African, the clan and
or the ethnic group is the base for unity
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and survivar. The unit
of identity among Africans .\,ve,
is
and not

Ashante' Ghananian proverb,

"I am because we are; without

are, therefore I am,,, pervades
all cultures of Africa.

?_0.

,I, (p.r
Ig). The

we I am not. And since
we

In general terms' the American
culture is completely different
from the African
cultures in many aspects'
As }*iwadiora (lqg5) indicated,,.There
are drastic crimatic,
interpersonal and other differences
between them" (p.6g). problem
perception and help
seeking behavior nre arso guided
by this core interdependence
pafiern.
For most African cultures,
seeking individual counsering
or therapy is foreign. As
Nwadiora ( 1996) noted' "
After they have exhausted
the traditionar source of
herp, they seek
advice from elders within
the extended family,
minister, priest, or folk healer,,(p.I
lg).
Therefore' it is essential that
support networks shourd
be estabrished from within
the African
immigrant and refugee cornmunities'
It is also equaily inrportant
that curturalry competent
professional intervention
be macle available and
those in need be encouraged
to use such

servlces

It is also essential to pay
attention to work relared
problems when working
with African
immigrants and refugees'
Those who are highly educated
and used to holding high
positions in
their home countries for
the most part cannot get
the same positions and
prestige in America.
They are forced to take jobs
that are not related to their
skiils. In many circumstances,
the weileducated and skilled imrnigrant/refugee
must take the same jobs
as those who are not skiiled.
Most work non-traditional
hours in the service sector
as janitors, taxi-drivers,
parking
attendants' nursing assistants
in nursing homes, waitresses
and other related fields.
They hardly
have time for their families
and thernselves.

.
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social workers or other human
'service providers need to know
ar these issues and issue
that are beyond discussion
in this paper. since there
is a Iack of research and sturcy
on the issues
of African immigrants and
refugees' a workshop has
been developed to assist
sociar workers to
became sensitive and to gain
competency when they work
with African immigrant
and refugees.
The workshop will adclress
how to understand some of
the issues that African
immigrants anrl refugees
face in the process of adjustment
to the new curture and
means
to address the issues in a sensitive
and culturaily competent way,
by using appropriate
prevention and intervention
methods' "Practitioners need
to rearn more about the curture,
philosophy' and religion
of Afiicans so they can provide
m.ore cultura,y competent
services"(Karnya' 1gg7 (p'l6I)"
Ho's (lggr)'Ethnic sensirive
Inventory,wourd be an
ideal instrument to help
the worker gain sensitivity
when he/she works with
African
immigran* and refugees'
The tool helps the inexperienced
sociar worker to assess
his/her
sensitivity when working
with crirferent ethnic groups.
Even though the tool can
be used for research, Ho ( gg
t
l ) suggests that ,,This
inventory
does not discriminate between
cultural factors of different
ethnic groups. Hence, this
inventory
is more useful in helping
the inexperienced workers
and students to became
rnore sensitive to
issues in work with ethnic
nrinority clients ilran if it
is used as a research instrument,,
(p.64).
Therefore' the 'Ethnic sensitive
Inventory' is used as a ffaining
toor to enhance
practitioners' skills with
African imrnigranm and refugees.
The theoreticar framework
for this
workshop wourd be ecorogicar
and duar perspective.

.
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CHAPTER TII.THEORETICAL FRAMEWGRK
r}

Theoretical Frarnework
ln general telrns' tlteories are a group
of related concepts and constructs
that
attempt to e'xplain * particular phenor'$ilofi
which is based orr facts and observations.
Logan' Freeman & h{cRoy ( 1990)
stress that there are two sets
of theories. The tirst are
descriptive theories, rvhich expiain
horv individuals grow and develop;
the dynamics and
causes in proL:lem-forrnation;
and the structure ancl function
of comprex sociar .systems,
organizations' and comm,nities'
The second are prescriptive theories,
which are use, to
prescribe how problems should
be resolved or needs shourd be
met and
at rnuch
'perate
irrore trrractical level. (Logiur,
F-reeman & McRoy p.3g).
,

In generic terms, prescriptive theories
are ofien applied to the hlack
family,s need
for service on the basis of normative
and deviant behavior
lDevore & schlesinger, 1gg7;
Logan' Freematr & McRoy, 1990).
To affirm this idea, Logan et al.(lgg0)
suggest that
prescriptive theories with blacks
should be determined by the availability
of practice
principles that buiitt on' rather
than ciscount, the unique strengtrrs
ancr curturar rlynamics
in blar:k farnilies
This paper focuses more on ecological
systems theory and the dual perspective,
both of which are descripti'e theories.
They take into consideraticn the
important
environmental constraints that irnpact
people's lives and acknowledge
inclividual and
group strength for social work practice
p'inciples (Devore & schlesinger,
tggT;Logan,
Freeman

& McR.oy, rg90; Hepworth & Larsen,
l9g3; Norton, r97B; Germain. lggr;
Germain & Gitterman, 19g0; Germain,
1g9l).

.
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According to Devore and Schiesinger ( lggT),it
is essential to discuss the

applicability and the importance of using ecological
systems framervork when working
with immigrant and refitgee families, which is
also applicable to the African immigrants
anC refugee

families.

Ecological Framework
The ecosystem franrervork deals with the person
and their environrnent

(Hepworth, 1993; FIo Ig87;Garmain, 1978,
Gerrnain & Gitterman, lgg0).
issues

family

trt sees

from family-environment interactions, and rnaintains
that imbalance and conflict

may arise from any focus in the transactional
field (Ho, lggT ,p.l g).

As presented by Gennain & Gitterman (1980),
the main variables that are cited in
this perspectives are the following:

l.

ecology-adaptation, stress and coping

z.

human relatedness. identity, self-esteem and
competence

3. environment

and all of its complexities

To explain tltese three variables at work, Hepworth
and Larsen (1gg3) use the
concepts of habitat and niche. Habitat is
where organisms live. For humans,

it is the

physical and social setting in a
*aiven cultural context. In orcler to grow and cevelop in all
aspects of

life' people

neecl a

nurturing habitat. If there is a nurturing habitat,
they thrive;

if not, they may face several problems. As Hepworth
& Larsen ( lgg3stated,

..

W,hen

habitats are deficient in vital resources, physical,
social, and emotional development and
ongoing functioning may be adversely affected" (p.
r6). Among these vital resources,

relatives' neighbors, work anrl religious associates
contribute a lot to easing the stress. on

.
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the other hand, people with inaclequate resources
finci themselves in stressful situations

(Hepworth & Larsen, 1993).
Hepworth & Larsen (1993) also explain the concept
of niche as ,. ...statuses or
roles occupied by members of the community...." (p.16).
It is aprocess of actualizing
self-respect and sense of identity. in the case of
ethnic minorities, immigrants and/or
refugees' if it is at all possible, they should be given
the opportunity to sustain their niche
to affirm their respect and self-identity. Ecological
perspecrive helps to identify some
problems that hinder arriving at self'-respect
and a sense of self-identity by allowing to
assessment of environmental deficiencies.
Hepworth

& I-arsen ( lg93) indicate s'me of

the obstacles that should be taken into consideration
as follows:

Being able to locate one's niche, however, presumes
that opportunities congruent

with human needs exist in society,

a

presumption that may not be valid for

members of society for whom equal opportunities
do not exist because of race,

ethnicity, poverty, fl8€, disability, sexual preference,
and other like factors (p.16).
For people of color, arriving at self-actualization
and self-identity may not be an easy
task' Literature on the study of social service
to people of color stresses the importance of
ecological perspective to mirror the obstacles.
Four practice principles can be drawn upon.
First, problems can be looked at as
defects in the environment instead of being
conceived as a ,cisease within individuals and

family members' It can also be viewed as acculturation
process stresses (Ho, lggT;
Logan, Freeman & McRoy, 1990; Devore &
Schlesinger.

Iggl; Hepworth & Larsen,

1993)' second, there is no single way to apply
ecological framework, giving the worker a
chance to apply different skills for a single
outcome. The third practice principle makes

'
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family members as a natural helping system. Hepworth
& Larsen ( l9g3) affirm

this statement as follows: "A substantial body of research
indicates that sgpportive social
networks of friends, relatives, neighbors, rvork and
church associates, may mitigate the
damaging effects of painful life stress." (p.16). Ecological
framework then rnay guide the

worker to use a one-to-one approach in the assessment process
to empower the

individual' It also has roorn for applying a combinarion
of practice principles in working
with immigrants and refugees or ethnic minorities in general.
Dual Perspective
The dual perspective is applied because it takes into
consideration assessing the

worker's competency and assessing the family's issues
in relation to the environment,
and it confirms that social support network sustains
the well-being of ethnic minorities

(Norton, 1978, Logan, Freeman & McRoy, lg90).
It is related to ecological perspective
rn some ways.

The dual perspective is the conscious and systematic
process of perceiving,
understanding, and comparing simultaneously the values,
attitudes. and behaviors

of the larger societal system with those of the client's
immediate family and
community system. (Norton, l g7g, p. 3)
As Norton further notes, " It is both an attitudinal and
a cognitive approach. It is a
nonjudgmental perception of the clients' cultural forms,
intersectional styles, and
behavioral responses within those of the Iarger society" (Norton,
lg7g,p.3). In this
process a worker gains

full understanding about points of difference, conflict or

congruence between the larger society and ethnic
minority groups (immigrants and/or
refugees)' A worker whose culture and values are
different from that of the client will be
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able to evaluate the difference and gain competency
in order to carry out assessment and

effective prevention and intervention plans ( Norton,
197g, Logan, Freeman & McRoy,
1990).

0verview of Workshop
As stated, the rvorkshop focuses on two areas: l
) assessment of the
worker's ethnic sensitive skills zurd 2) assessment
of the needs and strength of African

immigrants and refugees. Ho's (1991) Ethnic sensitive
Inventory was used to assess skills

of the worker, whereas culturagram and ecomap are
used to a-csess the needs and
strengths of the client.

African immigrants come from very diverse backgrounds.
The social work field
requires that workers gain cultural competency
to work with culturally and ethnically
diverse clients' Ethnic sensitivity assessment
attempts to help the person that works with
ethnic minorities, such as African irnmigrants and
refugees to gain sensitivity and
competency in six areas:

(l)

pre-contact knowledge of oneself; (2) problem
and strength

identification skills; (3) problem specification; (4)
mutual goal formation; (5) problem
solving skills; and (6) termination versus ongoing
support.(Ho, lggl). The assessments
are based both on ecorogical and dual perspectives.

a

session one: understanding Ethnic sensitivity/competency

The teaching objectives are:

(l) Define cultural

comperency as defined by NASry

(National Association of social workers)
and (2) Gain erhnic sensitivity/cult,ral
competency to work effectively with African
immigrant families in six social work
processes
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session Two: Problem and strength Assessment

The teaching objectives are: (l) Unclerstand each individuat
family member,s condition

in relation to environment interacrion (2) Assess the
need an4 strength of the whole

family (3) Identify primary means of prevention and intervention
Since strong community plays arr important role in
securing arcjustment and

helping arrive at bicultural stage, pracritioners are encouraged
to tap into already existing

community resources to develop culturally competent prevention
and intervention plan
and strategies

This workshop can be conducted in one day workshop
for five to six hours. Each
session can be conducted separately. The author
reserves a copyright to carry out this

training' only those who have the experience ancl the
training about the African
immigrants and refugees or licensed social workers should
conduct the training.

'
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CHAPTER IV. METHODOLOGY
1VORKSHOP CURRICULUM

There is a lack of human service practice-based research
on the population of African

immigrants and refugees- This workshop curriculum
wan developed to

fill

that gap.

means by which social workers and human service
providers can gain ethnic

lt

describes

se,sitivity or

competency when they work with African immigrants
and refugees
The curriculum has trvo sections. The first one discusses
assessment of ethnic sensitivity

of the practitioner- The discussion was based on
Ho's

(l

gg l

) 'Ettrnic sensitive Inventory,,

literature on ethnic sensitivity, and case examples which
are based on true .stories. The
participants will be guided through six practice processes
to gain ethnic sensitivity skills and to
evaluate their sensitivity or competency when they
work with African immigrants and refugees.
The second section will be discussion of assessment
tools, the culturagram and the ecomap.
There will be no independent and clependent variables
to define because this workshop
designs and describes curriculum that

will

be used to train inexperienced practitioners in the area

of ethnic sensitivity with African irnmigrants and refugees.
The key concept for this project will be ethnic sensitivity
and use of assessment tools,
such as the culturagran and the ecomap.

Workshop Participants
workshop participants will be inexperienced social workers,
human service providers or
those who want to gain competency in working
with African immigrants and refugees.

.
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Workshop Conductors
This workshop should be facilitated by experienced or license6
social workers or
diversity trainers in the fielcl of ethnic sensitivity. All
rights to the cnrriculurn rnarerials are
reserved to insure the ccnsistency of the workshop.

Study Population
In the literature an ethnic sensitivity inventory was used
to conduct a stu6y to measure
sensitivity of social workers- It is also recommended
that the inventory be used to train
inexperienced social workers or practitioners to
ensure their sensitivitv or competency. Hence
this workshop training and the design would not
allow experimentation. Therefore. there is no
study population.

Workshop Curriculum Design
An outline is developecl to lay out the entire workshop
curriculum. Topics to be covered
are itemized' The time each topic may take
or require is listed along

with the topic to be

discussed' The presenters or the facilitators
of the workshop are given useful notes, which are

included in the Appendix section. The training or
the workshop should be enhanced by
overheads and handouts, which are also included
in the Appendix section. The following section
is the layout the workshop curriculum.

.
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Outline for the Workshop Curriculum

l'

First Workshop Session: Trainer should review Appendix A to set up rhe
workshop.

Topic

Time

A. Welcome

03 minutes

B.

Overview ot-Total

Workshop

10 minutes

C. Participants' Introductions
using ice-breaker

D.

exercise

20 minutes

Presentation on:

Brief Historical Background of
African Immigration to the USA
African Map, colonization and Freedorn Appendix B
statistics (o,erhead/handour) Appendix

c&D

20 minur.es

E. Theoretical Perspective

l0 minutes

F. Presentation of practitioner,s

40 minutes

Sensitivity/Competency S kill Buildin g
Ethnic sensitive lnventory (overhead/handout),

Appendix E, F, G, H,
(I

tr

&J

) Pre-contacr/Knowledge of serf comperency

F I realize rhat my own ethnic and class
background may influence my effectiveness.

prejudiced orientation.

.
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myself with the client's culture, history and
other ethnically related responses to the problem.

the interview.

(2) Problem Identification Stage

client's ethnic dispositions, behaviors, and experiences.

reach for feelings.

the problem to be solved.

(3) Problem Specitication Stage

(refugee status, racism, poverty, antt prejudice)

of the client's problems.

and individual concerns.

in relation to each cUent,s ethnic reality
(unique dispositions, behaviors, and expectations).

.
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t I am able to specify the problem in pracrical concrete terms

(4) Mutual Goal Formarion Stage

inform clients of rny professional expectations of thern.

change or introspection.

F I am sensitive to the consonance of treatment
goal with the client,s culture.

(5) Problem Solving Stage

F I am able to assist the client to understand whether
the problem is of an individual or a collective nature"

F I am aware

that lack of progress may be related to ethnicity.

ts I am aware that some techniques are too threatening to
the client.
ts I am able to mobilize social and extended family networks.
(6) Termination/Ongoing Supporr

F I am able ro engage

the crienr in idenrifying major

progress that has taken place.

F I am able to understand

that the worker-client

relationship may last a long time.

client consider alternative sources of support.

.
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termination of service.

G.

case exampre to discuss stages,

G.

summation of Materials presented in This session

2,3,4,5 &.5 (Appendix K)

20 minutes

05 minutes

tr.

Lunch Break

m.

second workshop session: Tools for Assessing African

60 rninutes

Immigrants' and Refugee.s' Needs and strengths.

A. Welcome

02 minutes

B. Check-in About

the First

C. Overview of the Seconrj

Session

05 minutes

Session

05 minutes

D- Presentarion: Tools for Assessing Individual and
Farnily Needs and Strengths: Ecological and Dual Perspectives
05 minutes

individuar members of a famiry by giving case
examples(overhead/handout) Appendix

L

+

Reason for immigration

+

Legal Status

+

Age of individual family members at time of inrmigration

+

Language spoken at home and in the community

o

Length of stay in the community

+

Contact with cultural institutions

+

Holidays and special evenrs

+

Family education and work values
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10 minute.s

the farniiy neeris and strengths

(overhead/handour) Appendix

E.

M

small Group case work Activity/on the u.se of Ecomap
with African Immigrants

ancl refugees

Chapter IV: Results

20 miniites
205 minutes/total

Chapter V: Discussion

A.

srrength and Limitations of this workshop

05 rninutes

B.

Implications for social u,ork profession

05 minutes

C. Evaluation

(Appendix N)

l5 minutes

D. Certificares of Cornpletion (Appendix O)

05 minutes

.
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CHAPTER V.RESULTS
Result of the Workshop Curriculum
The workshop curriculum, rvhich is outlined in Chapter IV, will be presented
in
this chapter" The workshop is not conducted in its present format. It is
formulated to

fill

the gap for lack of research based practice with African immigrants
and refugees. Ethnic

sensitive based practice for other people of color in the literature were
used to conduct
the workshop.

The workshop addresses the practitioner's ethnic sensitivity skiils assessment
in

six area of social work practice processes. It also introduces the culturagram
ancl the
ecornap as tools to assess the needs and strengths the clients.
Flistorical background and
case examples are used to

highlight the condition of African immigrant

ancl refugees.

Result of the Workshop

As outlined in Chapter fV, the workshop woulct be conducted in the following
manner:
I

)

Participants are addressed directiy. There are group discussiols
which wouid allow

full participation of the attendees.

2)

The presenter or the facilitator was given useful notes on how to set
up

the

workshop, and resources for additional information on some topics.

The

full workshop

presentation

or training was described in detail in the following

manner
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SESSION ONE: WORKERS' ETHNIC
SE NSITtrVE ASSESSMEI{T

A.

Welcome B y The Facitritator
Introduce self to participants. Make sure
that the participants are comfortable.

Give housekeeping information (location
of restrooms) and begin introduction exercise
after a brief overview of the workshop
curriculum.
The teaching objectives are:

t

understand the historical Lrackground
of the African immigrant and refugee
expenence.

a

gain understanding in dual and ecological
perspectives for culturally competent
practice with African immigrants and
refugees,

t

define cultural competency as defined
by NASW (National A-ssociation of
social

Workers), and
c

gain cultural competency skills to work
effectively with African immigrant families

in six practice processes and gain 24 practice
skills to become a competent
practitioner.

Appendix A can be used as useful notes
to set up the workshop. It is possible to
formulate other lists of things to do during
or before the workshop.
Teaching helps: To identify areas the practitioner
need to concentrate on when working

with African immigrants and refttgees,
historical background of African immigration
to
the united states, dual perspective
and six ethnic-sensitive practice
frameworks are used

.
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to guide this section of the workshop.
Each area is supported by discussion
from the
literature review.

B.

Overview of the workshop

In your folder you will finc an outline
of the training curriculum and handout
that we will
use throughout the training' Please
iook at the outline so vou will have a
sense of what we
will cover in each session' In this session,
which wilr rast for two hours, we wili
briefly
cover the historical background
of African immigration to the United
States, dual
perspective and its implications
for carrying out culturally competent
service with East
Afiican immigrants and refugees.

C.

[ntroductions/Ice Breaker;

Please divide up into pairs'

It would be helpftrl if you pair with someone
you do not knor,v

very well' I would like you to interview
each other to get the following information:

1. Narne
2

Birthplace

J

Assume that you or your ancestors
are an immigrant to America (except
the Native
Americans)' I ) Explain to your partner
how you or your ancestors gained identity
in
America and what you feel about your
identity and the identity of other populations

different from you' 2) Explain in what
area of your rife you need to be
especially
sensitive to work with African imr,igrants
and refugees. 3) what are two particular
strengths you bring from your personal
history, education or working retrationship

with African immigrants and refugees.

.
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After the group discussion evervone can introduce their partners
and share their
comments.
The exercise will help

l) to gain understanding of the imporrance of one,s identity

and

the identity of others who are different from us, 2)
determine how cornfortable, confident
or willing you are to gain competency to work with
African immigra,ts and refugees

D'

Brief Historical Background. and Social Service need
of African Immigrants
and/or Refugees to the tlnited States (The literature
rcyiew in Chapter

II

and

Appendix B, C & D can he used for this part of the presentationi.
New African immigrants and/or refugees need many
services, such as shelter,
clothing, and food. They also need education on adjustrnent
to a new culture and
information on how to access and be knowledgeable
about the new systems (social
service, school, medical, t'ank, etc). In tire social
service sector, you neecl to equip

yourself with necessary skills before you start to
intel'vene with African immigrants and
refugees.

This workshop will help you to gain skills in the area
of assessing your
competency when working with people of color.
For the most part these general

principles apply to the case of African irnmigrants
and/or refugees. Even though there is a
lack of research and study on the situation of African
immigrants and refugees, there is an
urgency to help practitioners develop skills to carry
out prevention and intervention
services with African immigrants and refugees.
Three steps of this process
addressed

will

be

in this workshop. The first step is to assess your competency;
second is to

assess the needs and strengths

of individuals and families; and the third step is to

strengthen your efforts with support netlvork systems
in the African refugee an6
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lmmlgrant communitie$' Two theoretical perspectives,
dual and ecological perspectives,
are used to guide the worksLrop process. Dual
perspective and cultural competency

(ethnic sensitive practice) will be add.ressed
in this first session.

E. Dual Perspective
"Dual perspective is the conscicus

and.

systematic process of perceiving, unrJerstanding,

and comparing simurtaneously the varues,
attitudes, and behavior of the rarger societal
system with those of the client's immediate
family or community system.

It is the

conscious awareness on the cognitive and attitudinal
levels of the similarities and
differences in the two systems. It requires substantive
knowledge and empathetic
appreciation of both the majority societal system
and the minority ciient system, as well
as conscious awareness

of the social worker's own attitudes and values.
Thus, the dual

perspective allows one to experience each
system from the point of view of the orher

(Norton, lg7g, p.3),,.
Dual perspective is an attitudinal and a cognitive
approach that broadens your
understanding of the experience of your client
in order to build services on that particular
experience' It also can assist you in clarifying your
personal ancl professional value
systems from a minority perspective whether
you are from the mainstream or the

minority culture' This workshop will help you to evaluate
your orvn values and identify
the differences between your values and the
client's values.

your well-grounded

knowledge of the client's values, attitudes, behaviors
and adjustment issues will help you

avoid stereotyping and develop competency.
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skill Buikling

In general terms, the following statements highlight why
practitioners, sensitivity or
competency is needed in human service delivery (I{o,

tggl; l.ongres, l99l; Lum,

1996;

Mattaini, Lowery and Meyer, lggg).

'

America is becoming more diverse and service practitioners
are more likely to be

from a group that is different from the client;

'

There is a need to recognize social, economic, and
cultural customs of the minorities;

'

There is a need for practitioners' self awareness of
their own feelings regarding race
and class;

I
'

There is a need to utilize research on the particulars
of minority behavior;
There is a need to utilize or calry out training that
communicates a minority helping
perspective (Ho, 1991;Longres, 1991; Lum, l996,
Devore

& Schlesinger, lggl).

social work practice responded to these calls by including
competency in its practice
guidelines' In the social work practice, Ethical
Standards require that social workers
should have ethical responsibilities to clients, under
which competency is subsumed.

According to this standard, social workers are required
to have appropriate education, and
intervention skills or should exercise careful judgment
and take responsible steps to
deliver culturally competent services ( Mattaini, Lowery
& Meyer, lggg). According to
social work ethical standards, social workers need
to understand their clients, culture.
The following items are included in the ethical standards
of social work practice.

.
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Cultural Competency and Social Dlversity
(a) "social workers should unclerstand culture
and its ftrnction in human behavior and
society, recognize the strepgth that exists
in all cultures.

(b) socinl workers should have knowledge
of their clients' cultures and be able to
demonstrate competence in the provision
of services that are sensitive to ciients,

cultures and to rjifferences arlong people
and cultural groups-

(c) social workers should obtain education
about and seek to understand the nature
of
social diversity and opp.ession with respect
to race, ethnicity, national origin, color,
sex' sexual orientation, age, material status,
political belief, reiigion, and mental or
physical disability" ( Maftaini, Lowery
& Meyer, r99g, p.33a).

As supported by the social work ethical standards,
practitioners, sensitivity or
competency is essential when working with
people of color. This workshop is essential
especially with African immigrant and refugee
communities where there is a dearth of
study and research, but there is also a high
demand of services. According to an ethnic
sensitive inventory, six areas are identified
to carry out competency skill building
training.
These are:

(l) pre-contact,

(2) problem identification, (3) problem
specification,

(4) nnutual goal formation, (5) problem
solving, (6) and termination stages. In this
section

of the workshop the six stages rvili be covered
(use overhead-Appendix G for this
section).
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(1) Pre-contact Stage

effectiveness

As supported by dual perspective, in the pre-contacr
stage you neecl to become
alvare of your owrr culture and valr:es.

seli knowledge enables you to be aware of how

your emotions, attitudes and actions affect your
professional function (Devore &

schlesinger, 1991; Lcngres. i991; Ho, l99l;McAdoo.
l9g3; Lum, l996). As Devore &
schlesinger ( 1991) noted, "The beginning of the
honing process is the heightening of self
awareness' the ability to look at and recognize
oneself--not always nice, and sometimes

judgmental, prejudiced, and noncaring" (p.103).
By being self-aware one can check any
barriers to giving effective service to all people
in generar and to immigrants and refugees

in particular' As Devore & schlesinger(1991) point
out, "self-awareness invoives the
capacity to recognize that foibles and strengths
may trigger our tendencies for empathy or
destructiYeness, and

it refers to the ability to make use of this type of understanding
to

attempt to hold in check those narcissistic or
destructive impulses that irnpede service

delivery" (p'103)' For more information on pre-contact
skill building refer to Lum (1996).

It is obvious that African immigrants and/or refugees
experience discrimination
and racism on

theirjob and in other systems. They are aware of
the discrimination that

people of color, especially the African Americans,
face in this society. Therefore, it is

important to be sensitive to their fear of racist or prejudiced
orientation, which may delay
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problem identification as the ciients
evaluate the sociar worker, s character
and style. For
further informarion refer ro Lum (
gS).
l 996, p.
173_ l

ethnically relaterl responses to the problem
In most cases you may nct find writren
information about African immigrants,
and/or
refugees' culture' As part of tire
relationship building effort, you
need to ask the client to
inform you about their culture ar:d
how this problem is solved in that
culture. In addition,
you can build relationships rvith
community leaders and familiarize
yourserf with
community dynamics' It is also important
to note the clierrt's strength. It is
essential to
develop skills in relationsirip buildingskills such as learning basic communicarion
words in their language (hello),
how to introduce yourself, hor+r to
ask questions such as:
what is your name? Are you married
I How many chiklren do you have? you
need to be
prepared to share some basic information
about yourself. They would like
to know if you
have family and children.

African nation's have -several hundreds
of ethnic groups and languages.
To that extent
they also have different cultures.
Yet, all across cultures they have
unifying family and
community values' such as gender
roles, exte,ded family values, interdependence
and
spirituality which guides help-seeking
and problem-sorving behaviors.
In the case of East
African countries the culture is very
diverse. For example, in Ethiopia
there are more than
seventy different ethnic groups'
somalis have the same curture anrJ
rerigion (Musrim), but
there is clan-based division. For
Africans clan and kinship are a form
of survival.

.
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Therefore' you need to know the background
of your client's culture and their
relationship.

clients may have priorities other than the problern
that brought them to you.
Assuming that you know the nature of the problem
and know how they perceive and
solve

it' or live with it, yotl need to explain your role or vrhat
you can do to solve their

problem' They may expect a lot from you,
therefore, it is rrery important to inform them
of your limitations.
In social work practice, seif-disclosure is very
important. As Mattai,i, Lowery & Meyer
noted' "A moderate level self-clisclosure,
consciously used to benefit the client ( rather
than to meet the needs of the social worker)
can often be valuable for comrnunicating
empathy and demonstrating authenticity" (p.93).
For example, in sorne erhnic group
cultures from Ethiopia' you need to be able
to put yourself in your client,s shoes and
show empathy' If you have the same experience
or
the same issue,

if you know of other people who have

it is very importallt if you share the experience,
without mentioning the

name of that person you are referring

to.

By doing so, you help the clients to open up

and share their problem with you and also
you

will gain trust by telling your client

about

confidentiality ethics.
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(2) Problem Identification Stage

disposition, hehavior and experiences
What is the problem or issue? According to Lum (iggd),
problems of people of color
are

" exacerbated by inadequate programs and
service gaps, basic survival issues, and

issues of acculturation and adjustment"

(p.l7l). The African immigrants and/or refugees

issue also relates to this notion. You need to
take this into consideration in order to
enhance your ability to understand or tune in
to the meaning of the client,s ethnic

disposition, behavior and experience.

what is the cause of the probiem? what is their understanding
about the problem?
How is the problem defined in their culture? How
did they solve the problem in their
culture before they came to America? Are there resources
in their own community here in
America? use the following case to discuss the problem
identification, specification, goal
setting, problem solving and termination stages.

G. Case Example/Handout-Appendix

A sixteen-year old boy is ref'erred

to

K

juvenile court by u school social rvorker
after being

absent from school for sixteen days. He leaves
home every morning to go to school and his

mother never knew about his truancy. His rnother
does not have reiatives here and she
came with her son as a refugee when he u,as thirteen.
He pickerJ up the English language

quickly but the mother does not communicate in
English very well.
she works from 3:00-l

l:

00 p.m. as a housekeeper and is paid minimum
wage. I{er son

demands that she should buy him expensive
clothing and shoes, which she cannot afford.

.
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He started to be defiant to his mc)ther and his teachers
when he tumed fourteen. The school
does not have information about the issues that
confront African immigrants ancl refugees
and there are no services for this kind of issue.

The communities are divirled because of ethnic rivalry.
she attenrls her ethnic church,

but she does not have a close rt:lationship with anyone.
The boy has two friends from
different ethnic groups who are from the same country
of origin. His friends also have
behavioral problems at school. They are told to
stay away from each other and also from

African Americans due to the negative attitude towards
the African Americans. In the
acculturation process. the boys are marginalized.
They do not belong to the mainstream
or their ethnic group's culture. The communities
are not well organized to sustain the

identity of the youth.
Before they came to America, people from different
ethnic groups used to get along
very well' In their country of origin, there is
no charge for absenteeism or there is no such

problem' The school system is tctally ditferent
from that of their country. [{ere the
communities are not well organized either to work
on their problems or to nurture these
boys' The mother is afraid to go to court since
she is an immigrant and fears this can be
grounds for deportation. Prior to the ref,erral,
neither she nor her son received any kind of
rntervention.

Bxercise/Take 20 Minutes to

work on case Exarnpre/Appendix K

Note for the facilitator
Use this case to work on problem identification,
specification, goal setting and

termination stages.

.
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a, the areas

Let each group appoint a person
who can take notes

Walk around and observe the
discussion
After time is up' let the appointed
person from each group
share the group,s ideas
Write the suggestion down
on a chart

The following statements under
each category may guide you
to refine the group,s
exercise.

Let's say that you are thc social
worker probation officer to
whom this case is
assigned to work with the
family. Get in a group of four
or five (depending on rhe
number of participants) and
work on the following areas
to identify the sources of the
problem and prioritize them
to plan a culturally competent
intervention plan (Devore
&
schlesinger' l99l' p'208-210)'
consider the language barrier
and that you have to use
an
interpreter' In this community,
people are concerned about
confidentiarity. It is Iess Iikery
that they can be open to discussing
their issue with someone
they do not trust. A quarified
bilingual and bicultural interpreter
is recorunended" you arso
need to equip yourserf with
the use of an interpreter'
You may use the folrowing
suggestions for each stage
to guide
the exercise.

(3) Probtem Specification
Stage
J,>

what is the systemic source of the
problem (consider client,s
refugee status,
acculturation , racrsm, poverty,
e

prejudice)?

Lack of orientation about short-term
and long-term chailenges
in resettrement
and how to overcome them
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a

school systems lack of prograrns
that can assist students and
the famiries prior
to such problems

t

Lack of community and extended
family support

a

Lack of culturally appropriate
social service/support for immigrant
singre
parents

)>

I

Nontraditional work hours that
keep famiiies away wtren their
children come
home from school

I

Language barriers

a

Unfair policy on immigrant
and refugee issues

a

Families at different accurturation
stages/assimilation, separation,
marginalization or bicultural

a

undersranding of probiem
and herp seeking behavior

what is the linlc between systemic
problerns and individuar

'

concenns?

All

the specified pr*blems
are caused by environmental
constraints rather than
defects within the boy or
his mother.

They do not have cornrnunity
or family

support' The culture and the
systems they interact with
are nen, to them. In
most African cultures' home
and community values r:f
clisciplining children is
consistent with that of the parent
prior to immigrating to Anrerica

'
\

Neither of them shourd be
herd responsibre for the probrems

Dlscuss the unique dispositions
and expectations as they relate
to the client,s
ethnic reality.

.
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As it relates to all people of color or ethnic minorities,
their expectations of
America before they came here and what they
actually experience are
completell' different. They are told that America
is a land of opportunities that
can he achieved by working trard. They
were not aware ot the challenges and

adjustment they have to nrake in order to
survive.
t

The trauma they go through in orcler to survive
should be considered as a
source of strength ln the midst of all
odds that work against them.

t

The unavailability of needed resources,
environments and resources that are
unresponsive to the family's needs, and
the family's inability to use available
resources are the major aleas of problem
from the ecological perspective (Devore

& Schlesinger, l gg l ).

'

once the problems are identified and specified,
you need to focus on how you can
come to an agreement with the clients to
address the problems. Here are some
points that can guide you in rnutual goal
setting.

(4) Mutual Goal Formation
since the concept of goal setting may be new
to them, it is more likely that they
can understand you

if you use plain

language to explain what goal setting
is all about.

For example, you can say that you would
like to agree on c.errain points that can help
them to address the problems. For more information
on goal setting and contracting
you can refer ro Hepworrh & Larson (rgg3,
p.365-3gr), Lum (1996, p. 11g-137),

.
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Devore & schlesinger ( t991' p. 21 l-219).
In the case of the morher and son under
consideration, start from what is important
for her.

Let's continue to work on the case of the woman

ancr her -son

who are assigned to a

social worker probation officer.

"contracting is a process by rvhich workers,
clients, and others engaged in the
problem-solving activities come to some
common

agreement about the respective work

to be done' the objectives sought, and the
means by which these objectives are to
be

attained" (Devore & schlesinger, 1991 p.212).
,
This is a stage where all the stakeholders
get involved' Hence, the client neecls
to be comfortable and committed to setting

mutually agreed upon goals to arrive at an effective
outcome.
In problem identitication and specification
stage, the clients are made aware of the cause
of
the problems' Th"y also establish a relationship
with the worker. The next step should be to
agree on how to address the problems
by setting a contract. Many people of color
may not be
used to a formal way of setting a contract.
Therefore, you should ask for suggestions how
as a

team you could proceed to the problem solving
stage. since this stage may involve the school,
the community, the interpreter and other
identified groups, the client commitment is very

important to solve the problenrs.
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Describe agency's functions and respectfully inforrn
the client what you expect from
them.
You should inform them about your agency's function,
why it is involved, what your

agency can do to solve the problem- Since they value
your participation, clearly inform

them what you can do to help them and what you expect
from them.

'

Avoid highly focu.sed effbrts to suggest behavioral change
or introspection

with most African immigrants, there is no such ongoing process
to solve problems. For
example, when elders are called upon to solve certain
problems, they settle the problem

in one or two days or at a meeting. The same *ring
is true with extended family, or the
clergy's intervention. There is no such thing as psychological,
emotional or beha,ioral
problem intervention.
$

Be sensitive to intervention or treatment goals consonant
to their culture. Most

African cultures value elclers' pafiicipation in problem
solving. They also depend on
extended family and the clergy (Nwadiora,

l996). If there are such resources it is

good to ask the client if they rvant such groups
to be involvecl in the problem solving
process' In the case of the wolnan and her
child, since they do not have wellestablished connections with their community, you
may recomrnencl the importance

of connecting to their community and how you can
help them to establish that
relationship or find other sources of support.
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(5) Problem Solving Stage
The Problem solving stage is where the actual work of problem
solving starts. you,
the client and the stakeholders need to stick to your goal
and take step by step action

to address the problems.
t

According to Devore & Schlesinger( 1991), the problern
solving process involves six
phases:

l)

ongoing reasses.sment of the problems; 2) break down the
problems into

manageable parts; 3) identify obstacle.s; 4) obtain
and share aclditional informarion;

5) review progress or setbacks; and 6) terminate the
process by establishing
necessary resources' These phases can be addressed
under the following subtopics.

(For additional infonnation you can refer to
Devorc & Schlesinger, lggl ,p.ZZA-225,
Hepworth & Larsen 19g3, p.a34-473.)
I

To be able to assist the client to understand whether the problem
is an individual or
collective nature;

t

Lack of progress may be related to environmental constraints
and ethnicity;

I

To be aware that some techniques are too threatening
to the client; and

l

To be able to mobilize social and extended family networks.
In the case of the boy and his mother, all these need to
be taken into consideration in
order to set up a problem solving plan. It is very important
that relationship ancl trust
be established with the other stcrkeholders.
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(6) Termination Stage
According to Lum, (1g95), ternrinatiorr
is the "ending stage of the social
work
process" (p'28i)' n means end,
conciusion, or finish. It refers to
accomplishment.
You and the client have come to
a clestination, rvhere major
event.s that took prace
need to be retolcl ancl the relationship
that has been built should end.
Before ending
the relationship' you ha,e
to consider whether progress
has taken prace or not. As
Lum (1996) indicatecl' " Flom
the standpoint of curturaily
diverse sociar work, hardly
any adequate treatmettts of tennination
exist" (p.zsl). yet, the following
items are
considered for ethnic sensitive
termination process: use the case
exampre under
discussion

Note for the trainen
For more intbrmarion on termrnation
refer to: Lum, (l996), p.2gl_2g0;
Larson,
(1993) p.650-660; Devore
& schresinger,

(l99 r) p.zza-224.

ts

\-

I arn able to engage the client in
identifying progress that has taken
place

a

Does she know that

a

Is communication between the
two of them better?

a

Are they using resource identified?

o

Is the her son going to school
regularly?

a

Does the school understand
her situation beiler and communicate
to her periodicary
about the progress of her child?

it is not her fault?

These are a few points that
indicate major progress.

.
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In the case of the client under ciiscussion,
the concepr of bringing the relationship
to
an end never exists' she may cttnsider
that yr:u are there

for her lifetime. It is

important to make it clear during problem
identificarion stage holv long you are going
to help her with this particttlar problem.
You may choose to keep in touch so that
she

will not feel rejected or abanrioned.

I am able at the termination phase to help the
client consider atrternative sources
of support.
a

Before termination, you need to answer
the question: what are some of the resources
in place for the client's

family? It is essential that both of them

be linked to

alternative sources of support such as:
significant others. natural communities,
ethnic
church and environmental resources in
a meaningfiil way. The client has
a connection

with her ethnic church' It is very important
to bring to her attention the importance
of
building a strong relationstrip with her community. your
role should be to advise the
church or the commultity leaders to support
the family and how they can offer
the
support' In most cases, people who have
problems do not seek help from their

community for fear of being exposed.
Early on in the process, you neerc to sort
out
with her how you can handle such issues
which will make it easier at this srage.

o

Most African immigrants and refugees
are not used to the American way of
social
work intervention' Elders, family members
or the clergy help ro solve family

.
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problems' Therefore they may terminate the service.
Language, work hours, lack of
motivation can contribute to early termination.

H- summation of Materiais presented in session I
Go over what has been covered in this session and take one
or two questions if they are
important and relevant. Release the participants for a one-hour
iunch break. It would be
relevant if ethnic food is served.

IL

Lunch Break/One Hour

IItr'

Second Workshop Session- Iools frrr Assessing the Neetls
and Strength of

African immigrants and refugees.

A.

Welcome Back Statement

B.

Check in about the First Session

C.

Overview of the Second Session

The Culturagram by Congress(Igg4) is used to assess and
emporryer culturallv
diverse families.

D-

Presentation on the use of culturagram and Ecomap
Once you gain awareness about ethnic sensitivity-based
scciai work practice, you

also need assessment tools to analyze your client's problems
and strengths. The

Culturagram is a tool that can be used to supplement Ecomap
and Genogram, both of
which are used with any family- The culturagram is more
suitable with immigrants and
refugees' It focuses on each individual family member.
It would be beneticial if you use
the culturagram before using the ecomap. It helps you
to look at each individual case,

making the assessment more manageable.

.
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Even though generalization nlay help to understand
the situation of a given ethnic

community'

it is equally important to see indiviclual

understanding about each

cases separately, to gain better

family member. As congress ( l gg4)

indicated,

"overgeneralization in terms
of racial or ethnic group characteristics does not
lead to greater
understanding of the culturaliy diverse

family as Hispanic anc another

as black

family. clearly, it is not -sufficient to describe

one

while professing sensitivity to cultural differences,,

(p' 533)' If intervention of any kind is carried
out on the basis of generalizing evsry ethnic
group, there is a probability of aggravating
the problem intended ro be solved. As Lum
(1992) stated' culrure itself incorporates "institutions,
Ianguage, values, religious ideas,
habits of thinking, artistic e,tpression, and pattems
of social and interpersonal relationship,,
(p. 62).This tooi can assess accurrur:ation
differences as welr.

Page

for Culturagram
The tool

imsesse.s

ten areas:

"reasoil

for immigration; Iength of time in

the

community; legal or undocumented status;
age at the time of acculturation; Ianguage spoken
at home and in the community; contact with
cultural instimtions; health beliefs; celebrated
holidays and special events; impact of crisis
events; and value regarding family educarion
and work" (congress1994, p.533). The following
step by step discussion may help you to
understand the major issues with African
immigrants and refugees.

Reason

for Immigration

It is of great significance to know why people immigrate
to the united

states or other

countries' It might be due to fear of persecution,
family reunification, student status, or for
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marital purposes, and the list
ciilt go on and on. Most oi
the recent African immigrants
are
predorninantly refugees or
immigrants.
Case example

Hospitar sociar worker intervened
with a young woman frorn
East
Africa who was admitted to
hospitar for earry derivery
crue to
high blood pressure. This is
her second child" she Lrad
the
same probrem with the
first one. she became physicaily
abusive

to her husband and the case
had to be reponed to the porice.
A
restraining order was fired
and she moved home and
he had to
stay with his friend- The
baby was premature and
had ro sray

at the hospital for two months.

The marriage was ar:ranged
by triends and relatives, where
he
had to go back to his country
of origin to marry her. some
men
prefer to do so for the f'ear
that ,,Americanized,, women
may
not be submissive to their
husband. she has explosive
anger.
she demands that he buy her
expensive crothes and furnish
their
house with expensive fumifure.
she hatl him se, their house
and move to the suburbs.

church erders tried to sorve the
probrem The coupre <Iid
not
seek further professionar
intervention since they are
not used to
seek such services. They
still have the problem.

.
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Length of time in the community

The lenEh of time determines
more likely the stage of accurturation
for each individual
family member' It is more likely
that members of a family can
be assimirated, separated
or
keep their culture' values and
behaviors, marginalized, or
arrive at biculturar stage. Each
stage can be stressful.

Case Example

Given a weekry Engri-rh as
a second Language schedure
from
2:00 p'm.- 4:00 p.m., a
somali refugee showed up for
her crass
at 8:00 a.rn- the whole week
when the teacher was not there.

usually during this time there
are no interpreters to
assist non English speaking
clients.

while following up on missecr

crass schedure, rhe English

as a second Lan,uuage teacher
found out that the somaris

stafi to count time from
r:00-12:00. According to the
somali

timetable a day srart at 7;00
a.m. and ends at 6:00 p.m. with
a total

of

12 hours

i, a day. The sun rises at 7:00 a.m. and ends

at 6:00 p.m.

The night srarrs at T:6cr p.m.
and dawn at 6:00 a.m.

Legal or Undocumented Status
Irnmigrants may enter the country
legally or illegally. In the
latter case they may avoid
formal social and health serviceswhen emergencies occur, they
would be forced by
circumstances to seek help
from social services. However,
if they get services they may
view social workers as representatives
of the Immigration and lr{anrralization
service. To be
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able to give culfurally appropriate
services to such farnilies, social
workers need to develop
trusting relationships.

ln most of the

cases, Africans are more

refugees or immiBrants'

likely to have legal status. They are
either

It is less likeiy that one can have an illegal
immigration status

although some may apply for
asylum in order to obtain refugee
shtus. The foirowing case
exantple indicates an immrgration
status issue and its effect on public
benefits.
Case Example

A wonran who fired for asyrum was
rejected rry the immigration
judge due to rack of evidence
of fear of persecution if she had to
go back to her country of
origin. she was admitted to

hospital for ch,d derivery- she quarifies
for emergencv medicar care.
six m*nths after her due date she
loses her benefit, but her
child is an American citizen. she
is very depressed since she may
be deported for rack regar documentation.
Her student visa was expired

and she has to appear tbr another
hearing but does not have money
to pay an
attorney.

Age of the family

To deliver culturally appropriate
senrice to immi$'ant families,
age of the family
members should be considered'
The reason behind this is that
older adults tend to keep their
home country's culture' whereas
the younger generation assimilate
the host country,s culture

more quickly' As a result' they
learn the language faster and
become interpreters for their
family' As congress (1994) irrdicated, "this
roie rnay reverse traditionar hierarchical
sLructures in families" (p. 53a).
As a result of this, parents may feel
inferior

.
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Language spoken at home and in the community

Ethnic population and the presence of
cultural or mufual institutions most likely
determines the language spoken at home
and in the cornmunity. For example,
many somati
refugees emigrate from other states
ciue to the large nurnber of somalis
here in Minnesota.

Most of them speak to their children in
their own language. In some cases, people
may think
that they have to communicate with their
children in English but children are more
likely to
benefit from exposure to their native language.

Contact with culfural institutions

During the assessment, the culturagram
may help to identify cultural institutions
that immigrants use for anY kind of cultural
practices and social support from their
own
community' Most somalis move to
Minnesota from other states due to strong
somari
community organizations and Mosques.
This is also true with the oromos, the largest
ethnic
group from Ethiopia' cutrtural contact
may have advantages and disadva,tages.
Case Example

A woman filed a restraining order after being
physicaily assaulted by her partner.
Her church elders were very disappointed
since they were involved in the
case in the past' In her culture, elders
resolve

families' and partners, problems.

They stopped her from taking part in
church activities and to rake the Holy

communion' kr addition to dealing with
the irnpact of abr-rse, she is suffering
from additional stress from her own corrrmunity.
she does not have

a

good relationship with her community.
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I{ealth beliefs
Immigrants may have beliefs that rJiffer frorn
American medieal practices. For
example' as Congress ( 1994) noted, "Puerto R.icans
consult a spirituaiist before going to a
medical doctor for a health problem- Asians seldom
view symptonu as ps.ychological and
thus do not seek treatment from mental health
clinics,, (p.535).

African irnmigrants and refugees are more likely
to be spirirual and prefer to prav
before they go to doctors or use traditional practices.

Holidays and Special Events
Holidays and special event celebrations are equally
important as other components
of culhrre and need to be assessed by the use of the
culturagram. Rituais contribute a lot to
bring the family together. cultural groups celebrate
occasions such as birth, marriage,

anrJ

death in different ways. African immigrants
and refugees celebrate several occasions such as

New Year, Christian and Mu,slim holidays.

Crisis events
Crisis events may have a particular impact on members
of the family. For example,

the death of a grandparent or any family members
takes on a great importance and the
family members will Inourn for many days. children
rnay be forced to miss their classes and
older adults to miss their jobs.
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Values about education and work values

values are the most important elements of cuitures. The value
of respect runs across
many African cultures, which is also true with other imm:grant
populations. As Congress

(1994) indicated, "They may be influenced by the
value of respect in their co,tact with
school officials, which rnay inhibit them from asking questions
or being involved in their

cltildren's school activities- Understanding this cultural value
helps social workers to
advocate for the child wittrin the educational system,, (p.
536).

In carrying out assessment, social workers need to know the
values of the family. In
a case where respect is valued, social workers face
problems

will not be open to tell their problems.

a-s

families respect them and

A-r part of showing gratitude and respect, the social

worker may be offered foocl. This is true with many
ethnic groups.

Diversity among families has to be considered as part of
a culrure's variables. As
discussed earlier, the level

of acculturation creates differences within the family system.

For example, children tend to acculturate quickly and parents
like to use the traditional
ways' As a result they rnay experience conflict. Social workers
need to be aware of this and
avoid allying themselves with a particular farnily memt_rer.
As Congress (1994) indicated, "Some information rnay
be learned by direct
questioning, whereas other material can be obtained indirectly
through close observati.n of
a

family's verbal interactions and behaviors" (p. s37).
The first five areas can be assessed in few sessions, while
the remaining five might take

a

little longer' The information can be analyzed by using the
ecomap in order to develop an

intervention and prevention plan.

.
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Ecomap
Ecomap was developed in I g75 by Ann Hartman to
help examine the needs of

families ( Holman, 1983)- It is hased on ecological perspectives
and helps to assess

individual or families issues in context by taking environmental
impacts into
consideration' As Mattin, Lowery & Meyer (1978) indicated,
"Insread of a predefined
template that is too often deterrnined by the dominant
discipline or methodology, &il
ecomap presents options and ensures that the most
critical factors in the case are attended

to evenly"(p' 14). The assunlption that is, no person
can be understood apart from his or
her defining social context. It presents the field of elements
in rvhich ttre person, a family
or a community is embedded- The use of ecomap is at
the heart of ethnic sensitive
practlce
Ecomap as an ecological based assessment tool seeks
answers for the following

ecological perspective practice questions:

i) what is the adaptive rnutuality

that exits

between the family's neecs and source the problem in
the environment? 2) Are there
sources of supports within the family and the environnlent?
3) Does the family,s

relationship with the people and institutions in the environmenr
promote growth and well
being or are there gaps resulting in significanr unmet
needs? (Holman. lgB3). The
relationships can either he strong, stressful or strenuous"
DepenrJing on the types of the
relationships one can develop intervention strategies (Appendix

M).

The ecomap

assesses answers to these questions by taking people
and their environment into

consideration' some of the discussed case examples can
be used to assess needs and
strength of the family.

.
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The ecomap does not have
the capacity to accommodate
extended famiries. It is
meant for immediate families,
whereas the African immigrants
and refugees or other
people of color live with
extendecl families- In the
riterature exte,cred family
members are
observed as outside systems'
In such cases it is important
to supprement such assessnrent
with the culturagram.
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CHAPTER VI

DIS CUSSION

AI{D SUMITARY

Strength and limitation of
this workshop
This workshop was developed
at a time when Minnesota
experienced a* infrux of
African immigrants and refugees
from countries with civil
wars or political unrest,
such
as somaria, Ethiopia,
sudan and sierra Leone
to name a few.
From the colonial times
to the present' Africans
have suffered a lot. Thousands
of
people' perhaps rnillion's'
are forced to Ieave their
countries due to politicar
turmoir,
when they get to the host
counties such a.s the unitec
states, the resettlement process
challenges them a lot' They
have to adjust to the new
culture, systems and sophisticated
life' As it is the case with
other immigrants and refugees,
famiry members face
acculturation stresses' They
also find themserves
at different accuituration
stages which
will add up to anther layer to
the stress.
There is a lack of study
and research on the chailenges
they are facing and
services that can address
the issues' This workshop
can fiil that gap by enhancing
social
service providers' intervention
skills and their knowredge
about curtures and experience
of African immigrant and
refugees.

Ethnic sensitive practice,
which is at the hezut of
human service practice in
the
literature review' helps
to f'ocus on areas rvhere
practitioners need to enhance
their
skills' Ec,logical and dual
perspectives are used
to back up the discussion.
Both

.
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perspectives take environment constraints into consideration
and allorv the development

of appropriate intervention and prevention methods and
strategies.
The workshop is well thought out to rneet the needs
of the practitioners and the

clients' It offers understanding on the applicability of ethical,
sensitive and cornpetent
social work practice. The workshop can be adjusted
to nreet the needs of educators and
healthcare providers as well, in the area of sensitivity
ancl competency

skill building. The

facilitator or the presenter has the freedom to add or reduce
the workshop curriculum.
Depending on the topic to be addressed it can be
a full day or more than a one day
workshop.
The time constraint did not allow the author to implement
the workshop in its
present format, although some part was presented
to test its applicability or usefulness.

Participants were social work students. healthcare providers
and community members.

They indicated that this kind of workshop is timery and
imporranr.
The issues of sensitivity and competency are fairly
new to the social

w'rk

practice' In addition to this, the lack of research
and study on the issue of African
immigrants and refugees limited in depth research
oriented discussion. The workshop
was designed with the East African in

mind, especially different ethnic groups from

Ethiopia and clans from somalia. Even with these two
in mind, it would be necessary to
examine the history and unique. situation of particular
ethnic/cultural group to clesign

ethnically sensitive social work practice that would
benefit members of that group.
There are several questions that can be looked at
such as:

l) would

the time be

enough to cover all the topics? 2) would it be better
to have more than one presenter or

facilitator? 3) would it be better to supplemenr the presentation
with panel discussion or
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other materials sLlch as videos? The use of panelists
frorn different ethnic groups and
video on cultural background of the ethnic groups

will morivate

and

i.form

the

participants' The author hopes that those who conclucr
the workshop can decide what will
meet the interest of their audience.

Conclusions
As di'scussed in the literature review and in strengths
and weaknesses of the
workshop, it is timely and necessary to carry out
such a workshop. The workshop
enhances the sensitivity and competency of human
service providers in six practice
processes' Participants are given the tools
to assess their sensitivity, competency and also

to assess the needs and strengths of their clients from
the African immigrant and refugee
communities.

This all-in-one-package approach will help participants
ro equip themselves with
the necessary skills to carry out appropriate intervention
ancl prevention plans. when they
enhance their skills they

will bring effective change in the lives of Africans and will

be

rewarded for such overdue calls to address the issues
that confront this population. The

Africans are the most cleprived, yet resilient and survivalistic
people. when they receive
appropriate service, they will become more productive
mernber,c of their new country.
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Appendix A
hTOTES:

o Prepare folder

t

Have name tags anc markers available

o Be aware of temperature of the room, iighting, and seating
iurangements

'

Pass out folders to each person or have a table where

participants can sign in, get their folder and narne tags. Folider
should contaitt: Outline of training curriculurn, all the
appendices, pencils and note paper.

t

After you introduce yourself to the participants ancl some
housekeeping announcement' review the outline

o Answer any questions

'

Proceed with the presentation according to the curriculum

outline

After the tirsr session i s over announce lunch break (African
ethnic food is reconlmended)
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Appendix C
TOTAL NUNfBER OF AF-RICAI{
IN{h{IGRANTS ADh{ITTED
INTO TIIE T,^IITEI} STATES,
1982. 1gg2

Year

llumher of immigrants

t982.
14.314
1983

15,084
r

984
15,540

I

985
17,117

I

986
!7 ,463

r987
17,724
1988
I

989

I

, \*,/\

l g,gg2
18,.+5f)

l 989

,-h\'}$

19.524

1991

22.518
1992

24,926

TOTA/t-,,W-

201,442

Takougang' J' (1995)' Recent
efliclltrmmigranrs ro the united
states: A Historical
( I), p.52

perspecriu*,

REFUGEES ADMITTED TO THE
UNITED STATES
BY NATIONALITY, FY 1g86:iSS9FY 9B

FY 99

FY 80-99

86

295

951

Burmese
Chinese

1

0
0
0
0

Khmer
Lao: Highlanders
Lao: Lourtanders
1

Other/unknown

1

19

0
9,963
26

0 6e 1

ASIA

197
88
1,447

USSR a E"
Soviets/F ormer Soviets
Albanians
Bosnians
Bulgarians
Croatians
Czecfrs

0

ttrt
4S

260
23,349

76
16,922

3

I

30,906
0

22,697

Angolians

Nicar:aguans

TOTAL

1

0
0

2

,,

0
0
0

14,290

a

L

5

b

038

7't 113

0

167

223

0
52

282

6g

152

1,979

1,494

22,225

2,495

0

6,53CI

0

0
0

4g

0

625

666
589

22

86

153

0
2,951

675

4,317

847

11

7s3
29,329

0

0

1,252

2,392

7,gog

222

0

93

2
673

12

149
421

83

957

,587

110
2,019

554

***lnduded

1.6231

1,660
4,788
3,565
18,373
21,359
14,300

0

0
0
0
0

Selvadorans
Other

0

0

1

Cubans
Haitians

983
430,9?2
3,543
105,944
6?

1,660
0
0

1

LA TIN

15,918
39,102
26,651

20

Other

Sierra Leoneans
Somalis
South Africans
Sudanese
Togolesa
Ugandans
Other/unknown

81

3

Yugoslavia'.*

Rrandans

28

0

lHungarians
Poles
Romanians

Burundians
Chadians
Congolese/Zairians
Ethiopians
Libenens
Mozambicans
Namibians
Nigenans

382,1 52

078
364
1,739
1,955

1,ggg

Iraqis
Llbyans
Others

64
19,423
69,426
32,404

0

1

h:anians

Appendix D

g1

o
0
1

4t
33,392
6,917
1

,192

s3
11

1
4,156 refugees from Kosovo
121 from Serbia, and 3 from
Montenigro

U.S. Committee for Refugees,

Appendix E

ETHNIC SET{SITIVE II\VEi\TORY
I

a

'),,

Pre-Contact/Knowledge of Self Competency
I realize that my own ethnic and class background may
infl uence my eflfectiveness.

on entatr on

.

culture, history and other ethnically related responses to the
problem.

Appendix F

2.

Problem ldentification Stage

F Ianr able to utrderstand

anrJ

"tlrne in" to the nreaning of the

clients' ethnic dispositions. behaviors, and experiences.

r

Iatn able to nrove slowly in the effort to actively reach for
feelings.

r

Iatn respectful of the clients'definition of-the problerrr to be
solvecl.

r

I nrake an effofi to assure prir,'acy and/or anonynrity.

Appendix G

3.

Problem Specification Stage

F Iam aware of the systetrtic sources (refr-rgee status" racism.,
poverty. and prejudice) of the clients' problenrs.

r

I can identify the link between systemic problems and

individual conceffrs.

r

I consider tlre implications of what is being sug-eested in relation
to each client's etlrnic reality (uniqlre dispositions. behaviors,
and expectations).

r

Iartr able to specity the problem in practical concrete tenns.

Appenclix H

4

lVlutual-Goal Formation Stage
I ar oid speech' corrtracting Llnless initiated by the client.

r I can clearly delineate agerlcy firnctions and respectfr"rlly infbnn
clients of nry professional expectations of therr.
F

I avoid highly focused efforts to suggest behavioral change or
rntrospectrt-lrr

r

Iam

ser-rsitir,'e

to treatment goal consonance to the client's culture.

Appendix

I

5. Prohlem Solving Stage
ts I am able to assist the client to r-rnderstand whether the problem
is of an individual or a collective nature.

client.

r

I am able to mobilize social and extended family networks.

Appendix J

6. Termination/ongoing support

has taken place.

last a long time.

alternative sources of support.

Appendix K

case Example/Handout- A sixteen-vear
oic boy is referred to juvenile court by a school
'social worker after being absent from school for
sixteen days. He leaves home every

morning to go to school and his rnother
never knew about his truancy. His mother
does not
have relatives here ancl
'she came wlth her son as a refugee when he was thirteen.
He picked
up the English Ianguage quicklv but
the nrother does nor cornmunicate i*
English very
well.
she works from 3:00-l l: 00 p.m. as a
housekeeper and is paid rninimurn wage.
Her son
demands that she should buy hirn expensive
clothing and shoes, which she can not afford.

He started to be defiant to his mom and
his teachers when he turnecl fourteen. The
school
does not have information about the
issues that confront African irnmigrants
and refugees
and there are no services for this kind
of issue.

The communities are divided because
of ethnic rivalry. she attends her erhnic church,
but she does not have a crose relarionship
with any one. The boy has two friencis from

different ethnic groups who are from
the .same country of origirr. His friends
also have
behavioral problems at school. They
are told to stay away from each other
and also from
African Americans due to the negative
attitude towards the African Americans.
[n the
acculturation process, the boys are marginalized. 'rhey
do not belong to the mainstream
or their ethnic group's culture. The corlmunities
are not wer organized to sustain the
identity of the yourh.
Before they came to America, people
from clifferent ethnic groups used to get
along
very well' In their country of origin,
there is no charge for absenteeism
or there is no such

problem' The school system is totally clifferent
from that of their counrry. Here the
communities are not well organizec either to work
on their problems or to nufiure these
boys' The mother is atiaid to go ttt court since
she is an immigrant and fears this can be
ground for deportation. Prior to the referrai, neither
she nor her son got any kind of
rnterventton.

Appendix L
Cultursgram

Lengfi of tirtE

Ligrl strhrr

rr1(o.,tltru.ffity

leasons for

AtE of f.m+

Tlrn6mrr

nrember rttrne
of armgr-&orl

trrnml3rant

ily, educeEr.
ork vrluca

frmfiy

Un$r.t€ rpotm n

(liil rrdhadr$l

fprtt rnd h
qm*ntf

rncrnbGrr)

lrnpact of
rStS

Crrtect wrttr

SrenE

a/trral insm.rEfir

HdiCep

ud

ipcorl a/cntr

Hcajttr bcncfitl

congress, Elaine P' (1994). The use of culturagram
to assess and empower

culturally diverse families Family in society-

vol. 75,53r-540.

Appendix M
Ecomep: This {lsscssment tool was devetoped in 1975 to
help examine the needs of
families' The ecomap provrdes a visual overvrerv of the
complex ecologrcal systern of the
family and shows iB organizatronal pattern and relatlorutrip.
Find.ings from usrng the
Culturagrarn can be mirrored throug[r Ecomap

FA}ilILY ASSESSfr{ET{T

rcLl
rdfrrr

hml th

c!rG

rork

ertut#
frnlly

church/

culturl

Frmily or
Ha.lrehold

cmmlty

rrrrrthr

r<flcrtlsr

rttrrffi
frrly

f

rhndr

rciroca

NoTE: Thc nrture of conncctionr ir illurtreted

with r dercriptirc word or
d6ring different kindr of liner,:__for sttonf,,
__-_ for tcnuour.
for rtresful.
#
dre*rr rront riner to rignify flo* of ener$rr or rcrourccr:
^*oT:,

Hartman, A. flrd Laird, J.
r
rree rress.

(1983).

. New

york: The

Appendix Nl
Workshop Evaluation
How do you rate the

workshop?

Exceilent

Good

Fair

Poor

Write your feeling about the fbliorving:

1.

Structure of the workshop

2

Historical background abcut Atiican immigrants and refugees

3.

African immigrants

4.

Ecological and dual perspectives presentation

5

Ethnic sensitive anci ci-ritural competency presentation

6

The use of culturagram and ecotltap as assessrnent tool rvith African immigrants

_service needs

rmmlgrants and ref'ugees

7

.

Case examples

8.

How did the workshop add to your knowledge and skills?

9.

What do you like the mosr?

10.

Cive your opinion on what you did nor like

Appendix O
Certificate ol Completion
This is to certify that (participant's
name) has compretecr the
training rvorkshop for using
Ethnic sensitive Inventory
to becarne competent when
working with African immigrants
and refugees.

Date of Cornpletion:

This training session were
clesigned to instruct participants
in the followins areas:

1.

Ethnic Sensitive Invenrory

2. Ecological anC dual perspc,ctives
,1

J

1

Historical back ground and
the service needs of African
immigrants ancl refugees
The use of culturagram and
ecomap to assess the needs
and strengths of African
rmmrgrants and refugees.

S

(trainer)
Date

Augsburg Cottegs
Lindell Uhrory
Minneapdls, fUN 5545lt

